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Abstract: Due to the emergence of numerous applications based on wireless applications the problem of spectrum scantiness is increasing day by day. The utilization of spectrum has increased to its maximum level. To tackle this issue the technology named cognitive radio was introduced to the rescue. The cognitive radio is an emerging technology that enables dynamic spectrum access in wireless networks. The cognitive radio is capable of expediently using the obtainable portions of a licensed spectrum to improve the application performance for unlicensed users [1]. The opportunistic use of the accessible channels in the wireless environment requires dynamic channel assignment to efficiently utilize the available resources while minimizing the interference in the network. A lot of work has been reported in the literature so this paper presents a comprehensive survey on the current state-of-the-art, various technologies in which the cognitive radio technology can be used to enhance the performance to get better results are extracted in this paper. Open issues and emerging trends has been brought forward for the researchers working in the fields of wireless communication and network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this modern era of science and technology, where every person is aware of the latest technology and trends, every second person is holding mobile phone and using its resources in the well manner, this leads to the situation where a person need full access of the resources for which him/her paying. Now the situation has arise where the efficient utilization of resources is required. The craze of internet has increased as the smallest to the biggest thing is available on the internet, solution to every knowledge based problem is present on the internet.

At present, the information and communication technology commerce is facing global provocation in developing new services and products with enhanced Quality of Service (QoS). Undoubtedly, there is a keen call for global coherence not only in terms of energy, but also in terms of spectra available. In fact, the gap between supply and demand in wireless domain is increasing. With the shatter demand from smart phones to run bigger number of applications with paramount data rates will soon engulf the wireless capacity. The problem is the limited and costly available spectra to wireless data carriers. It has its slam not only on smart phones, but also on all wireless devices. In order to tackle the problem of spectrum underutilization, the concept of Cognitive Radio (CR) was proposed by Joseph Mitola III [1].The cognitive radio, built on a software-defined radio, is defined as an intelligent wireless communication system that is familiar of its environment and uses the technique of grasping by-building to learn from the environment and adapt to statistical variations in the input stimuli, with two primary objectives in mind highly dependable communication whenever and wherever needed well organized utilization of the radio spectrum [2].

Cognitive radio promises a low-cost, highly flexible alternative to the single-protocol wireless device, classic single-frequency band [3]. By sensing and adjusting to its environment, such a device is able to fill voids in the wireless spectrum and can dramatically increase spectral efficiency.

Main concern of cognitive radio is to make sure that cognitive user will not inhibit with the licensed user while communicating in licensed spectrum [4]. Based on available network information and other directives there are different undertaking by which secondry user access spectrum without interfering with primary user. These approaches include under lay, overlay and interweave paradigm [5][6].

Interweaver paradigm uses opportunistic spectrum access method that was primary idea of cognitive radio. It is based on the fact of less utilization of spectrum which indicated that there are shot term space-time frequency holes that could be utilized by cognitive users [7][8]. Existence of these holes depends on time and geographical location. For systematic and interference free communication cognitive user needs activity based information of licensed and unlicensed users [9]. In more general perspective interweaver cognitive radios are smart systems that detect the unused spectrum opportunistically, utilizing it for communication and leaving the spectrum when primary user is detected thus avoiding considerable interference [9].

The cognitive radio channel is defined as a two-sender, two-receiver interference channel in which sender 2 obtains the encoded message sender 1 plans to transmit. We keeping in mind two cases: in the genie-aided cognitive radio channel, sender 2 is non causally presented the data to be transmitted by sender 1 while in the causal cognitive radio channel, the data is get eventually. The cognitive radio at sender 2 may then select to transmit simultaneously over the same channel, as opposed to waiting for an idle channel as is traditional for a cognitive radio[10]. The cognitive radio is a spectrum agile system which has the ability to sense the communication environment dynamically and it can intelligently opt the communication parameters (bandwidth, carrier frequency, coding schemes, power, modulation scheme etc.) [11].
Cognitive user should be capable of sensing the environment for the estimation of accessible resources and application requirements and could opt their performance parameters according to user request and accessible resources. Secondary (cognitive) user can utilize the licensed spectrum (available white spaces) without influencing the priority utilization of the spectrum by primary user. In this way, it maximizes the efficient licensed spectrum utilization. The hardware provocations of cognitive radio are catered by artisries like Software define radio (SDR) [11] and Application specific integrated chips (ASIC) [12]. Considering the transmission and reception parameters, cognitive radios can be parted in to two categories:

Full cognitive radio, Spectrum sensing cognitive radio. Full Cognitive Radio is the type of cognitive radio in which almost every parameter of wireless node or network is considered [13]. In Spectrum-Sensing Cognitive Radio spectrum sensing cognitive radio only spectrum of radio frequency is considered [14].

Contribution of the paper includes work that has been done in the field of cognitive radio networks, manifestation of cognitive radio networks is done, summary of the work done and issues is tabulated below especially contribution of joseph mitola [1] in the term of tackling the problem of spectrum scarcity and spectrum utilization and various open issues and emerging trends in this technology.

This paper has been organized as follows: Section II gives the already reported work. Section III describe the current state-of-art and challenges resolved till date. The future Scope and possible mitigating solutions for the futuristic development of cognitive radio networks has been enumerated in the section before the paper is concluded in the section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

MAIN CONCERN OF COGNITIVE RADIO IS TO MAKE SURE THAT COGNITIVE USER WILL NOT INHIBIT WITH THE LICENSED USER WHILE COMMUNICATING IN LICENSED SPECTRUM. BASED ON AVAILABLE NETWORK INFORMATION AND OTHER DIRECTIVES THERE ARE DIFFERENT UNDERTAKING BY WHICH SECONDARY USER ACCESS SPECTRUM WITHOUT INTERFERING WITH PRIMARY USER. THESE APPROACHES INCLUDE UNDERLAY, OVERLAY AND INTERWEAVE PARADIGM [11][12].

a) Underlay Paradigm
In this approach, secondary users simultaneously transmit with the primary users by maintaining endurable interference. This could be achieved by maintaining interference at primary receiver by secondary users below certain threshold [11] [12] [13].

b) Overlay Paradigm
In overlay technique interference is mitigated and in some cases completely denied as secondary user make use of codebook information and messages that primary user sends. In this way primary users assist secondary users for simultaneous transmission by using portion of their transmitting power.

c) Interweaver Paradigm
Interweaver paradigm uses opportunistic spectrum access method that was primary idea of cognitive radio. It is based on the fact of less utilization of spectrum which indicated that there are shot term space-time frequency holes that could be utilized by cognitive users. Existence of these holes depends on time and geographical location. For systematic and interference free communication cognitive user needs activity based information of licensed and unlicensed users [11]. In more general perspective interweaver cognitive radios are smart systems that detect the unused spectrum opportunistically, utilizing it for communication and leaving the spectrum when primary user is detected thus avoiding considerable interference [11]. To summarize, both underlay and overlay techniques allow simultaneous transmission of primary and secondary users while interweaver paradigm avoids simultaneous transmission and uses opportunistic spectrum access method.

Table 1: showing the various cognitive radio networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Architecture</th>
<th>Radio Access Method</th>
<th>Architecture Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OODA:</td>
<td>Loop for molding situations requiring adaptation to changing environment.</td>
<td>Simple.(easy to implement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CECA:</td>
<td>Extension to OODA loop used to model situations in broader context.</td>
<td>Simple.(adaptive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOAR:</td>
<td>Used to develop systems that possess intelligent behavior. One of the first architectures developed in cognitive and artificial science communities.</td>
<td>Complex.(developing concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm:</td>
<td>Extension to SOAR. It is biologically inspired architecture developed by adopting knowledge of psychology and brain based science to original SOAR architecture.</td>
<td>Complex.(developing concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT-R:</td>
<td>Modeled in a programming language that is used to represent tasks. The developed models are tested with respect to tasks performed by real people and comparing these with tradition cognitive psychology metrics.</td>
<td>Complex.(developing concept)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Channel Notching allows the CR-CPE to use the free sub channels that are not occupied by the incumbent, as compared to the standard case (without channel notching), where the entire channel is blocked even if the sub channels of the channel is being used by the Incumbent. Hence enabling channel notching will give more throughput [15].
The concept of dynamic spectrum access is the recognition of spectrum holes (a frequency band which is vacant enough to be used) or white spaces and uses them to communicate [15]. Dynamic spectrum access is the most essential application of cognitive radios. The PU bands are ingressly accessed by the SU networks such that the interference caused to the PUs is negligible. The scenario for dynamic spectrum access (DSA) where multiple PUs and SUs are coexisting .Coexistence of multiple secondary and primary user networks (heterogeneous or homogeneous) This is a process by which a radio system adjusts to available spectrum holes with restricted spectrum use rights dynamically, in response to varying circumstances and objectives: the created interference revamps the radio’s state in environmental constraints . The principal task of DSA is to vanquish two types of interference are harmful interference caused by device malfunctioning and harmful interference caused by malicious user [16]. There are three main functions in Dynamic Spectrum Access are, cognitive processing, spectrum awareness and spectrum access. Spectrum awareness generates awareness about the radio environment and access policies which manages interference for coexistence of the SU networks with the PU networks [17] .There are various methods of Dynamic spectrum access like game theoretic approach for the cognitive radios., Open Research issues in Cognitive Radio, SNR walls for signal detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Work done</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Joseph Mitola</td>
<td>Concept of the cognitive radios is introduced to the world.</td>
<td>Spectrum scarcity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>W. Brodersen, A. Wolisz, D. Cabric, S. M. Mishra, D. Willkomm</td>
<td>Corvus: a cognitive radio approach for usage of virtual unlicensed spectrum</td>
<td>Cross layer and architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Simon Haykin, Natasha Devroye, Patrick Mitran</td>
<td>Various architectures and classification were introduced to implement cognitive radios</td>
<td>Implementation of cognitive radios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Digham, F.F</td>
<td>Joint power requirement</td>
<td>Allocation of spectrum for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Wang, M. Ghosh, and K. Challapali</td>
<td>to find many “holes” or vacant spaces in the radio spectrum that could be exploited</td>
<td>Spectrum utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Gyanendra Prasad Joshi, Seung Yeob Nam and Sung Won Kim</td>
<td>Recent Security Issues on Cognitive Radio Networks</td>
<td>Configuration Data Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Gyanendra Prasad Joshi, Seung Yeob Nam and Sung Won Kim</td>
<td>Channel Assignment Algorithms in Cognitive Radio Networks: Taxonomy, Open Issues, and</td>
<td>Channel assignment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IV. OPEN ISSUES AND EMERGING TRENDS

A lot of work has been reported in the literature as tabulated in the previous section. However there is a simple scope in the further development in this area for the effective utilization of spectrum. The major areas related to CRN have been highlighted below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>OFDM, spectrum utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Spectrum issues:**

**Spectrum management**

Cognitive radios have an enormous potential to improve spectrum utilization by allowing the Secondary Users to access the spectrum dynamically lacking interfering licensed PUs. A major challenge in operating these radios as a network is how to carry out an efficient and effective Medium Access Control (MAC) system that can malleably and proficiently assign transmission powers and bands among Cognitive radios according to the changing environment. Mostly, this issue is resolved through suboptimal empirical approaches or centralized solutions [18].

**Spectrum Utilization**

It is this discrepancy between FCC allotments and actual usage, which argues that a new strategy of spectrum licensing is needed [19]. Need of the hour is an overtone, which provides an improvement and efficiency of unlicensed usage to other spectral bands, while adjusting the present users who receive top priority (PUs) and enabling future systems a more flexible spectrum access. [18]

**Spectrum sharing strategies**

Spectrum sharing is the allotment of an unused spectrum bands that could be utilized for unlicensed or shared services. Opportunistic communication with interference avoidance faces a large number of challenges in the detection of sharing in multi-user CRS. Due to the presence of user priority (either primary and secondary), they possess unique design challenges that are not yet met in conventional wireless systems. A major issue in the cooperative environment is sharing, a matter that has created a lot of research interest in the recent past [18].

**Spectrum Decision**

Since CR works on decision making, the first research challenge is where and how the decision concerning spectrum availability, channel selection or access, or performance optimization should be counted. Firstly, decision is related to the way in which the cognitive system works i.e., centralized or distributed. This facet is more significant for both cognitive networks, where intelligence is likely to be distributed, and cognitive radios, as decision making could be impacted by cooperation between them and also with other devices. Secondly, the choice of the decision algorithms like neural networks, genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, ant-colony optimization, etc. which should be customized to extend through the CRS requirements [20].

**Hidden node and sharing issues**

Apart from adding complication to the cognitive device, however, none has clearly solved the ‘Hidden Node’ muddle. There is a presence of a PU receiver in the region covered by the CR transmission. The CR doesn't notice the PU signal because of its low power. The result is unwanted noise at the PU receiver. In order to ensure proper working of PU signals Hidden Node problem must be resolved. In addition, the link for communication must be dependable and requires a way to forecast link stability by analyzing spectrum usage patterns through a technique called Radio Environment Mapping (REM) [20] [18].

**Geo-location**

Geo-location is an enabling technology because of wide range of applications resulting from the information of radio’s current position and possibility being familiar of its projected route and objective. When CR uses the Geo-location technology for finding location combined with a database look-up, each Access Point (AP) may be connected to one, or multiple databases which provide information on the unutilized TVWS channels that are present at the location of AP and provide information on utmost transmitted power levels applied in each channel [20]. In addition, master-slave technology is used so that the necessary functionalities for database search and channel selection need to be carried out only in APs. It maintains the cost of end-user devices and complications to lowest. Entirely the same, the challenges in this area are how to execute the database, and how to operate it. Providing mandatory (PUs) databases need knowledge of the locations of CR devices with fixed precision. If CR devices are outdoors and equipped with GPS systems, obtaining their Geo-locations may still be less a technical challenge.

**Cross-Layers**

The flexibility in CRs has major implications for the design cross-layer algorithms which adapt to alterations in physical channel quality, wireless noise, network topology, traffic demand or radio node density may be anticipated to take an advanced command and management framework with support for cross-layer information. Spectrum mobility and frequency band handoff management will face some new trials which are needed to perform a cross-layer design, particularly when required providing the essential capabilities in terms of QoS at the same time [21].

**Integrity and Security**

The CRs should ensure secure device operations. Security includes enforcement of regulations. Major challenges include equipment authorization requiring amount of resources for imposition in static systems, the requirement of obtaining evidence that violations occurred, and the intent of the violator’s identities. As the systems move towards dynamic nature, there are increased number of possible interactions that can lead to a violation. The leading challenge is on equipment authorization, especially on evaluation standards and security documentation. It turns yet more troublesome with the exercise of self-learning mechanisms. Software and hardware certification will not ensure conformation of device to the operational envelopes. The security of the software and hardware certification and are also challenging area, especially when the software controls dynamic systems. Security of software is critical to ensure that rogue behavior is not programmed into the devices. The number of combinations of interactions is high and the mobility and the agility of CRS is great, then the monitoring mechanisms are challenging tasks.
The data should not be modified or changed during the transmission leads to the attainment of integrity factor in the cognitive radio networks [21].

**Complexity issue**

Cognitive radio is a future slip path of tackling the problem of the increasingly radio spectrum. To achieve this, it postulates that the communications nodes themselves are capable of feeling, and dynamically selecting, and allocating the appropriate spectral resources without causing much interference to other users. To achieve this researchers are advising a variety of mixed methods for implementing cognitive radio, which include software defined radio (SDR), and intelligence, dynamic spectrum management[19][21]. The challenge is to see whether such complexity is rational, and to check its feasible outcomes to overcome the current regulatory constrained spectral assignment process. It is anticipated that it should be promising to thrive reduced complexity strategies that will surrender much of the functionality of projected systems, enabling rapid adoption, and wider use in systems where cognitive radio is presently not being debated due to prohibitive complexity. [18]

The challenges remain numerous, namely, intelligence distribution and implementation, delay/protocol overhead, security, cross-layer design, sensing algorithms, and flexible hardware design. The objective of this part is to put light on the challenges which are presently under debate in the framework of research on CRS.

**EMERGING TRENDS**

Cognitive radio networks can be considered to the major contributor in various emerging networks and technologies such as enumerated below:

**Cognitive radio technology in 5G wireless communication networks:**

Wireless system designers have been facing the continuously increasing demand for high data rates and mobility required by new wireless applications and therefore have initiated research on fifth generation wireless systems that are supposed to be deployed beyond 2020. In interference-free CR networks, CR users are allowed to borrow spectrum resources only when licensed users do not utilize them. A key to enabling interference- free CR networks is figuring out how to detect the spectrum holes (white space) that spread out in wideband frequency spectrums. CR receivers should first supervise and allocate the unused spectrums via spectrum sensing (or combining with geo location databases) and feed this information back to the CR transmitter. A correlating mechanism is required in multiple CR networks that try to access the same spectrum to prevent users colliding when accessing the matching spectrum holes. In interference-tolerant CR networks, CR users can dispense the spectrum resource with a licensed system while keeping the interference below a threshold. In comparison with interference-free CR networks, interference-tolerant CR networks can attain enhanced spectrum utilization by opportunistically sharing the radio spectrum resources with licensed users, as well as better spectral and energy efficiency. The 5G CR network is an innovative software defined radio technique which has been considered as one of the promising technology014.4s to improve the utilization of the congested RF spectrum. Taking on CR is motivated by the fact that a large portion of the radio spectrum is underutilized most of the time [22].

**Cognitive radio technology in Wide Area Networks:**

Since users can share spectrum, the demand for special use licenses should be reduced. As blocks of spectrum become available, a policy of converting them to shared-access bands would evade the need for auctions and stimulate development. Much as automobiles are subject to pollution and safety requirements, cognitive radio technologies could be required to meet ever increasing requirements for effective etiquette, spectral efficiency and resistance to interference. It is noteworthy that the WAN concept has the potential to explicitly protect the spectrum rights of mandatory license holders. License holders can be assured immediate and top priority access to their spectrum and all spectrum made available for WAN use on a temporary basis could be rapidly retrieved by the primary license holder if needed. A good example of this is the potential for shared use of spectrum reserved today for military use. In most parts of the country, this spectrum goes unutilized most of the time, making it ideal for shared use spectrum. However, in the event of an emergency, a network based system such as the UWAN could easily remove the full band on a nationwide level for immediate and exclusive military use [23]. This ability is also critical to cellular operators, where the large additional spectrum pool, dramatically reduced costs, and ability to assure service through use of incumbent licensed spectrum makes the UWAN very attractive [24]. The cellular wireless market has started the transition to data centric services including high speed internet access, high quality audio, video and gaming. Communications technology can meet the requirement for very high data link speeds, and can also refine network throughput, but dramatically more spectrum will be needed to provide ubiquitous wireless data service [25].

**OFDM for Cognitive radio:**

For CR to achieve this objective, the physical layer (PHY) must be highly flexible and adaptable. A special case of multi-carrier transmission known as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is one of the most widely used technologies in recent wireless communications systems. OFDM has the potential of fulfilling the aforementioned requirements of CR inherently or with minor modifications. Due to its attractive features, OFDM has been successfully used in numerous wireless standards and technologies. We believe that OFDM also will play an important role in realizing the concept of CR by providing a proven, scalable, and adaptive technology for air interface [26].

The underlying sensing and spectrum shaping capabilities of OFDM, together with its flexibility and adaptively, probably make it the best transmission technology for CR systems. OFDM is a multi-carrier modulation technique that can overcome many problems that arise with high bit-rate communications, the most serious of which is time diffusion. The data-bearing symbol stream is split into several lower-rate streams, and these streams are transmitted on different carriers. Because this splitting increases the symbol length by the number of orthogonally overlapping carriers (subcarriers), multipath echoes affect only a small portion of the neighboring symbols [27]. The remaining inter-symbol interference (ISI) is removed by extending the OFDM symbol with a cyclic prefix (CP). Using this method, OFDM reduces the dispersion effect of multipath channels encountered with high data rates and...
reduces the requirement for complex equalizers. Other advantages of OFDM include high spectral efficiency, robustness against narrowband interference (NBI), scalability, and easy implementation using fast Fourier transform (FFT)[28].

V. CONCLUSION

Spectrum is a valuable resource in the wireless communication systems. Cognitive radio, which is one of the efforts to utilize the obtainable spectrum more efficiently through opportunistic spectrum usage, has become a stimulating and promising concept. One of the essential elements of cognitive radio is sensing the obtainable spectrum opportunities. In this paper, some of the cognitive radios issues used to diagnose the effectiveness in wireless communication. These characteristics are crucial when applying the cognitive radios in order to diagnose the effectiveness and reliability of wireless networks. Based on the comprehensive survey on the available literature, the important issues related to spectrum management and its sharing strategies have been received. Other open issues such as use of cross layer approach, geo location, integrity and security has also been discussed. CRNs can be considered to be a major contributor in various emerging networks and technologies such as 5G, wide area networks, OFDM and will be the part of various wireless technology standards. It is hoped that the work done here in this paper will be ready reference for the researchers working in wireless communication and networks in general and cognitive radios in particular.
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